Our MANIFESTO is for IRELAND, the
People, not for any Political Party...
we are for Democratic Representation
We citizens own the state, we should
be consulted and have the say about
the decisions made in OUR name.

... are we to accept that democracy is
suspended between elections?

Democratic rights are never
Huge decisions have been made
suspended, Government is only entitled
without our say, and imposed on us,
to make decisions in accordance with
affecting every family and the future of the general will of the people.
generations to come.
To establish what the general will
• Who decided to pay the debts of
of the people is on any issue requires
Private Banks and Bondholders,
organised consultation - by our TDs.
costing nearly €70 BILLION?
• Who decided to give our National
Pension Reserve to the Banks?
• Who decided to Privatise our Water
and install billing meters?
• Who decided to promote Private
medicine over Public Health Care?
•
•
•
•

Democratic Representation
is required, it is possible...

To have the say in such decisions is
what democracy is supposed to be, but
this has been denied to us.
Election after election we are lied to,
we are bribed. Public money is used
against us, to pay for the Political Party
campaigns to re-elect themselves.
They tell us we have democracy, that
once we vote we have handed over our
mandate to the elected TDs...

Both Candidates are

NON-PART Y

INDEPENDENT
VOTE IN ORDER OF
YOUR CHOICE

Organised Public
Consultations
Community based Decision
Making and Supervision
Elimination of the
Political Party ‘whip’

There are two principles involved:
1. Everyone is entitled to be
informed, in a meaningful way,
on the issues up for decision.

2. Everyone must know how to have
Who decided to handover our Gas/
their say on each issue, should
Oil for worldwide minimum returns?
they choose to do so.
Who decided to prioritise Foreign
With your support, we will deliver
Direct Investment over Domestic
this basic democratic requirement
Enterprise (our biggest employer)?
using resources already available in the
Who is allowing private landlords to Dáil - but neglected up to now.
charge rack-rents in a newly inflated
Our candidates have a proven track
property market?
record and have the ability to make
Who is allowing the Banks to hold
the difference - they are both heavily
over 100,000 families in actual debt involved in our community.
enslavement?

• Who is allowing Banks to evict
families, after public money was
taken to save their profit making?

We Stand For

Representation as per our
Constitution (16.2.1)
Right to Recall (unelect)
Defence of the People’s
Rights & Entitlements
Cork & Ireland

Diarmaid Ó CADHLA

Married, father of 3, 2 grand-children.
Graduate of CIT & UCC, in Business & IT.
Worked 30 years as Systems Consultant.
Founded the Community Resource Centre,
Ionad an Phobail, 99 Douglas Street

086-3805005 • Twitter: @GraTire

Michael MOHALLY

Married, father of 5, 4 grand-children.
Lifelong in Construction trades, now
Voluntary Community Worker &
Qualified Information Provider for
Employment, Social Welfare
& Housing Rights

Mobile 087 6834360

Supported by: An Chomhdháil Phobail | The People’s Convention (CPPC), c/o Ionad an Phobail, 99 Douglas Street, Cork

There is nothing wrong, in principle,
with having a Political Party; the issue is
with how and for whom they work.
Our Political process has become the
preserve of an elite who have effectively
excluded the majority.
Political Party representation as it exists
today is no different than being ruled
over by private member clubs.
We are asked to vote for dynasties, they
are like a self-interested aristocracy.
With the Party system people get
into ‘power’ based on the giving and
receiving of favours, making deals, there
are no principles involved.
Parties pre-decide policy according
to their own interests and use the
anti-democratic ‘whip’ to enforce the
decisions of head-office.
NONE of the TDs in Cork South
Central today represent the people.
Our TDs vote according to how their
Party tells them. Aside from 2 minutes
every 5 years, there has never been
any attempt to consult us, the voters,
to see how our constituency might be
represented - as is their duty.
Every Party is a vested interest in itself
– consequently, Party politics is separate
from the general will of the people – that
is the underlying problem in Ireland
today.

A POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION TO OUR DEMOCRACY
THE PEOPLE’S CONTRACT doesn’t want to break anything, it wants to build on
what we have; to use our Constitution as it was intended - for the people.
THE PEOPLE’S CONTRACT clarifies the principles of representation that apply
to ALL elected representatives in Ireland, whether members of a Political Party or
not. It is neither ‘left’ wing nor ‘right’, it is about citizenship and responsibility.
THE PEOPLE’S CONTRACT forms the basis for the Empowerment of the
People – this has been the aim of generations of Irish people – it is the practical and
modern way to make a reality of the Republic proclaimed in Easter 1916.
We must start with recognition of fundamental principles - otherwise we are lost.
Beware those who divorce principles from practical implementation of policy!

THE PEOPLE’S CONTRACT

(between the voters of a Constituency and those we elect to represent us)

To Assert our Democratic Rights and
Restore our Prosperity through our own
Empowerment, we implement the system of
Constituency Representation as laid down
in Bunreacht na hÉireann
“Ireland is a sovereign, independent, democratic state”, it is the people’s right “to
decide all questions of national policy”. We elect people to “represent constituencies”.
There is no right of representation for any Political Party or any individual’s conscience.
Our Constitution provides for the “democratic representation of local communities.”
Democratic representation is vital to the happiness and prosperity of the people;
those accepting such responsibility require and may expect the fullest support of the
people in fulfilling their duty.
As a candidate or elected Constituency representative I declare:
These principles are the people’s “inalienable, indefeasible, and sovereign right”.
We affirmed these rights ourselves, through our fundamental law – the Constitution.
I undertake to uphold and make them a reality in public life.
I will participate in the work to create the necessary Constituency organisation of all
voters – to ensure broad public consultation, making the people’s decisions a binding
mandate for all representatives.
My election as a representative does not pre-decide any issue of policy, I undertake
to seek a Constituency mandate on each issue after the election.
My right to conscience is not impaired by this undertaking. That right is exercised,
as for everyone else, through participation in Constituency discussion and voting. As a
representative my conscience requires me, first and foremost, to discharge my solemn
undertaking in THE PEOPLE’S CONTRACT to honour the Constituency mandate.

WE MUST RETURN TO THE
RECOGNITION OF DEMOCRATIC
PRINCIPLES
The Party machines are out in full
force, promising us what is already our
right, and offering to pay for it with
our money - they want to buy our vote.
The promises are what Party politics
does “during an election”, they tell
lies - they need us to re-elect them.
Let’s not do that, let’s have courage to
stand up for principles, for Ireland.

We will rebuild our communities and prosperity through democratic renewal, with
the people proposing and deciding policy on all issues - including on questions of
business, economy, bank debt, our natural resources, health, social care, education,
industry, the environment and international agreements.
As a representative, I will assist the Constituency in supervising public administration,
ensuring the implementation of the people’s policy decisions and the provision of
services for all, based only on need.
I accept the right of the people to recall (un-elect) any representative who fails in
their duty to carry the mandate of the Constituency. If such an exceptional measure is
required it will be decided by a binding Constituency plebiscite.
I freely and proudly accept the title of People’s Candidate and solemnly undertake
to honour this, THE PEOPLE’S CONTRACT, as a matter of conscience and service
to the people.
Signed by Candidates for Cork South Central:

Phone us: 021-2428310

www.PeoplesCandidates.ie

Michael MOHALLY

Diarmaid Ó CADHLA

We must Act as the Sovereign People that we are, we must take responsibility to secure our own Democratic Representation

text in quotes is from Bunreacht na hÉireann, the Constitution of our State, it affirms our basic rights and law, it was enacted in 1937 by the people

POLITICAL PART Y POLITICS?

The Price of ‘Recovery’
Housing Crisis, new Poverty,
Homelessness, Evictions, Emigration,
cuts in Home Care, cuts to Single
Parent Families, cuts to Childcare,
cuts in Education & Health...

Talk of ‘recovery’ is glossing over
instability - exposing us to danger

The international markets are not stable,
neither is the Euro currency nor the Dollar.
On January 4th 7.6% was wiped off the
China Stock Exchange – it had to be closed
early to prevent further loss. China’s
market failure was echoed in Europe, the
No real Employment for young people, German Exchange dropped 4.5%, world
markets dropped, including ours by over
no security for their future...
€700 million. THIS IS ONGOING!
Virtual wipeout of Domestic Business
Successive Governments have promoted
dependence
on these unstable markets, this
in favour of imports and focus on
has
not
served
our economic development.
Foreign Direct Investment...
Since the onset of the recent crisis in
--- this is the legacy of successive
2008 the US embarked on a programme
Governments. We are being ruled over of ‘quantitative easing’, meaning that they
literally print more currency in the hope
by private clubs of vested interests.
that it will encourage economic activity
The Government wants to win the
and kick-start growth. The ECB is doing
election on the basis that the economy is
the same – BILLIONS worth of Dollars
now in recovery, they say it proves that
and Euros are being added to the money
their policy has been correct.
supply – all of which sovereign states are
expected to backup – with bond purchases,
Policy to serve Vested Interests?
Their policy is to keep paying the Banks, demands for cash etc.
While Europe is printing money (creating
feed contracts to the developers, the
it
from nothing) they continue to force us
consultants and to everyone else on the
to destroy funds raised by the infamous
well travelled gravy train.
Promissory Note Bonds – a contradiction
Government policy is to prove to their
masters in the ECB and IMF that we WILL in itself!
pay whatever debts they impose on us. We Allowing debt which was never ours to be
are proving to be the ‘good-boy’ of Europe, imposed on us is wrong, it is unsustainable.
and so we hope to get some crumbs from
As it stands, every year, we are paying
the high table.
over €8 BILLION on interest alone!
And then… Bob’s your Uncle!
Dependence on the Euro results in the EU
dictating
our economic policy.
The pensions and quango positions in the
future are secure, egos are boosted, jobs in
In order to develop our economy we need
Europe are assured, etc.
a plan which does not depend on either
international bond or currency markets.
But someone pays for every cent of
this… and it is not sustainable.
A nationwide debate on economic
development is necessary, we need to take
In the process of being the ‘good-boy’
control over our future – we must assert
we are landed in all-sided crisis, we are
putting money into the bottomless hole of Ireland’s strategic national interests over
Bank debt. Our famalies are paying dearly. those of ‘the markets’.

A RESOURCE FOR THE PEOPLE

Diarmaid Ó Cadhla and Michael Mohally are both qualified
Information Officers, working on a volunteer basis out of Ionad an
Phobail, the Community Resource Centre at 99, Douglas Street.
If you or your family are in need of advice you should
contact the centre, all services provided are free and
confidential.
We are distributing ‘Working for Work’, an
indispensable information book and online resource
for unemployed people, front-line staff both in the
state and community sector, and employers.
It is the only comprehensive publication bringing
together the range of supports available for
unemployed people trying to return to work,
education or training.
The book outlines an individual’s entitlements to a
number of social welfare payments and secondary benefits:
including: Jobseekers Payment, Education and Training Options and

TENANTS RIGHTS ASSOCIATION
In June Diarmaid Ó Cadhla and
Michael Mohally led the formation of the
TENANTS RIGHTS ASSOCIATION.
Since then they have been active
providing advice to tenants and
representing them in disputes with the
Councils and with the Private Residential
Tenancies Board (PRTB).
Both are Professionally Qualified
(FETAC Level 6) as information
providers in the areas of Employment,
Social Welfare and Housing Rights,
their work is a voluntary service to our
community.

PROBLEMS IN RENTAL SECTOR
There are over 60,000 families in rental
accommodation of one kind or another
in Cork, and there are issues on which
people need representation.
Council tenants should be aware that
they are legally entitled to MINIMUM
STANDARDS in accommodation. If there
are issues with dampness, heat etc. then
action can and should be taken.
Many Private Rental tenants are facing
eviction because rogue landlords are
demanding ever increasing rents and
forcing them out - action is needed.

A HOUSING CRISIS
At the same time over 100,000 hard
pressed families (mortgage holders) face
losing their homes, to the same Banks that
OUR public funds were used to rescue.
The renewed property bubble is leading
to more homelessness.
In December 2014 Jonathan Corrie died
homeless, beside Dáil Éireann.
We were told that no one would sleep
on the streets that Christmas – but the
numbers have doubled - shamefully!
Now Government tells us that a 40m2
flat with just 1 window is up-to-standard;
they tell us that prefabs (costing more
than bricks and mortar) are acceptable
housing (but not for ‘them’ of course).
When there was a foot-and-mouth crisis
a national emergency was declared, every
effort was focused to solving the problem,
and it succeeded.
Why is there no such emergency for
housing? Do the homeless, or young
couples starting out, not need it?
Perhaps the answer is that it
might upset ‘the markets’ – the
vested interests to whom
successive Governments
have answered.

We need security and comfort for our Senior Citizens, for our Families, we need a future for our Children and Grand-Children ...

Our Candidates have the ideas needed, through THE PEOPLE’S CONTRACT,
and they have a Track Record standing up for the Rights of the People...
Our Information Stall has been held every week for about 4½
years... we had a festive Christmas theme on it in December.
Those who represent the community should be out among the
people, meeting, talking, spending time. We inform people on
various issues, including the Water Charge, Council Rent issues,
the Bank Debts Crisis, Evictions, Emigration, the Economy etc.
The stall is outside Dunnes, Patrick’s St., every Saturday from
1pm to 3pm, join in if you can. There is something for everyone
to do... if you can volunteer some time or effort please do so.
(l-r) Derry Kelleher, Margaret O’Flynn, Diarmaid Ó Cadhla,
Theresa Meeghan & Eddie Walsh (Michael Mohally out of view).

We, the people, are the only legitimate stakeholders in Ireland’s future, we must have the say...
Successive Governments have allowed vested interests (mainly
foreign) to dictate the economic development of Ireland, the result
is the virtual wipe out of domestic business, in Industry and in
Agriculture. Take a look at the vegetables on supermarket shelves
and where they are from... imagine importing onions from Egypt!?
We have the best conditions in the world for Agriculture, but we
need to develop the supporting industry needed to ensure that the
maximum added value goes to Ireland. Monopolies and the EU
are dictating policy to us - special interest groups are dividing
markets between themselves, limiting our production.
Outside ALDI, Mahon at another regular Information Stall (l-r):
Diarmaid Ó Cadhla, Michael Mohally and Theresa Meeghan.

We must STOP handing-over our natural resources... during the Christmas holiday Government gave
final approval for the give-away of Gas from Corrib in Mayo - add that to our Fish and now Water...
For many the issue with Water Charges is that they simply
can’t pay. Communities across the country have been
rejecting meter installations and sticking with the Boycott of
Irish Water - people are refusing to pay the bills.
The majority have not yielded to the bully tactics and the
imposition of charges. Government is not acting according
to the general will of the people, they have no right!
Blocking Water Meters in MAHON last December,
Michael Mohally (centre) & Diarmaid Ó Cadhla (right)

On 21st December another €500 million of our money was ‘burned’ by the Central Bank, but we still
have to pay this money, plus interest, to Bondholders. Bank Debt imposed on us is near €70 BILLION!
(l-r) Michael Mohally, Shirley Griffin and
Diarmaid Ó Cadhla at a recent protest on Pearse
Road. The local Ballyphehane / South Parish group
were the first out (at Ashbrook Heights) to block the
meter installation programme of Irish Water.
Meters are an essential element to the Privatisation
of Water... they are intended to allow the creation of
billing systems with a cash flow that can be bought
and sold, traded internationally - they are to convert
our water into a commodity - for ‘the markets’.
We need Transparency and Accountability, NOT spin, NOT back-room deals, NOT secrets, NOT favours or Cronyism

